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Windows 10 keyboard shortcuts power off

There are plenty of ways to save time when you are cleaning the house, paying bills or cooking dinner, but did you know that there are also simple keyboard shortcuts that make using your computer quicker and easier? In our newest episode of Tech Tips, Associate Editor, Meghan Ahearn, demonstrates some common keystrokes that you can use off and
online. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io There are plenty of ways to navigate Windows 10, but sometimes using keyboard shortcuts is the most convenient and can save time and
effort. You can click on the start button or tap it with your finger on a touchscreen to access the power controls or you can just hit the Windows button on the keyboard without lifting a hand. +More on Network World: 11 hidden tips and tweaks for Windows 10+ Once shortcuts make it into your muscle memory they require no thought and can make your time
at the computer more efficient. Here’s 10 you’ll want to know. Windows key – This shows the Start menu, which includes icons for most used apps, browsers and productivity apps like Office as well as File Explorer, Settings, Power and all apps Windows + X – A text version of the Start menu pops up in the lower left corner Windows + Tab – Called Task
View, this displays all active apps on a single screen Windows + C – This summons Cortana, the speech activated Web search tool Windows + Left arrow – Moves the current app or window, fully displayed, to the left side of the screen Windows + Right arrow - Moves the current app or window, fully displayed, to the right side of the screen Windows + Up
arrow – Restores an app or windows to full screen Windows + Down arrow – Minimizes an app or window or, if it’s already minimized, removes the app from the screen Windows + D – Gets you to the desktop Windows + Ctrl + D – Adds a virtual desktop   Windows + Ctrl + F4 – Close the virtual desktop you're using Windows + comma – Gets you a peek at
the desktop that goes away when you release the keys Windows + Shift + Left or Right arrow – Moves an app from one monitor to another Windows + Ctrl + F – Search for PCs on a network This story, "14 essential Windows 10 keyboard shortcuts" was originally published by Network World. Copyright © 2016 IDG Communications, Inc. Windows is like a
real-time strategy game. You can do everything with the mouse, but you’ll be so much better at it if you learn the keyboard shortcuts.We all know the basic keyboard shortcut for Windows. It’s often referred to as the three-fingered-salute, and it’s supposed to have some sort of positive effect when a program hangs. It’s the combination of CTRL+ALT+DEL, and
it rarely does anything useful.Invoke it when all is well, however, and it gives you a bunch of options. In Vista, it lets you start the Task Manager, lock the computer, log off, change a password, and more. In fact, some people think the three-fingered-salute is the only way to call up the Task Manager, but that’s not the case; just hold CTRL+SHIFT+ESC and, lo
and behold—the task manager appears.In surfing forums around the Web, I’m surprised by how many people aren’t hip to the sheer number of Windows keyboard shortcuts that let you accomplish common tasks and perform basic windows manipulation without grabbing the ever-present mouse. So surprised, in fact, that I now present a primer on the most
useful Windows keyboard shortcuts.Here are some conventions used in this article:WINDOWS, in all caps, indicates the Windows key on your keyboard.A plus sign between keys indicates the keys should be pressed at the same time (e.g. CTRL+ALT+DEL). Continued… Despite notable advancements in speech-recognition technology and voice input, and
the popularity of tablets, the humble PC continues to be the workhorse device of choice for many workers around the world. And whether you're an office-bound professional slouched behind a desktop PC, or a globetrotting executives armed with the latest ultrabook, the "physical" hardware keyboard continues to play a crucial role in productivity. The last
thing you want in the heat of the moment is to fumble around for a mouse or have to take multiple steps to complete a task that could be done with a quick keyboard shortcut. Of course, learning and remembering such shortcuts can be hard work, and you'll need to take some time to find the appropriate shortcuts for you. We're here to assist. This list of
valuable Windows keyboard shortcuts will help you work smarter and faster. Keyboard shortcuts for the Windows surfer If you hope to master Windows keyboard shortcuts, you should start with the Windows desktop. The following shortcuts let you toggle between app windows and quickly resize them without having to reach for a mouse or align your apps.
Windows key (a.k.a., "Winkey") + D.  Minimize all app windows and jump straight to the desktop. Hit the shortcut again to bring all apps back to the foreground. Winkey + Comma. Take a quick peek at your desktop, and then release the keys to snap all apps back to the foreground. Winkey + Left Arrow, or Winkey + Right Arrow. Dock your app windows to
the left or right of the screen. Winkey + Down Arrow, or Winkey + Up Arrow. Maximize or minimize a selected app. Or dock your app windows to the top or bottom of your display, when app windows are already docked to the left or right. F11 – Toggle an active window in and out of full screen mode. Ctrl + Esc – Bring up your Start menu. (This is particularly
helpful if you use a keyboard that doesn't have a Winkey.) Windows keyboard shortcuts for the Kung Fu typer These useful shortcuts help zoom the cursor around your page much quicker than if you use a mouse or trackpad.   Ctrl + Right Arrow, or Ctrl + Left Arrow. Move the cursor one word to the right or left. Ctrl + Down Arrow, or Ctrl + Up Arrow. Move
the cursor to the start or end of the next or previous paragraph. Ctrl + Z, or Ctrl + Y. Undo or redo almost any action, as long as the app supports the feature. Windows keyboard shortcuts for virtual desktop Jujutsu Long a staple feature in Linux and the Mac, Microsoft finally officially incorporated virtual desktops into its Windows 10 OS. The indispensable
feature lets you create additional desktops to better manage multiple app windows. Winkey + Ctrl + D, or Winkey + Ctrl + F4. Create or close a virtual desktop. Winkey + Ctrl + Left Arrow, or Winkey + Ctrl + Right Arrow. Toggle through your virtual desktops. Winkey + Tab. Display the "Task View" interface for an overview of all virtual desktops. You can use
the Arrow keys to toggle through desktops if you also hit Tab when in this mode. Hit Enter to jump to a selected desktop. Windows keyboard shortcuts for the browser ninja You've probably used a web browser for as long as you've had a computer, but do you take full advantage of keyboard shortcuts for browser navigation? These browser shortcuts all work
the in latest versions of Internet Explorer, Microsoft Edge, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome. Alt + D. Put the cursor into the browser's address bar. Ctrl + W, or Ctrl + T. Close or open a new browser tab. Ctrl + Shift + T. Reopen the last browser tab you closed. (This comes in handy when if you hit Ctrl + W too quickly.) Ctrl + Plus sign, or Ctrl + Minus sign.
Zoom in and out on a web page. Reset the zoom level with Ctrl + 0. Ctrl + Tab, or Ctrl + Shift + Tab. Toggle to the next browser tab from left to right, or from right to left. Alt + Right Arrow, or Alt + Left Arrow. Browse forward or backward through recently visited websites. These shortcuts perform the same function as a browser's Forward and Back buttons.
Windows keyboard shortcuts for locking up and shutting down This guide wouldn't be complete without some shortcuts that help you shut down your PC and then lock things up. Winkey + L. Immediately lock your PC. Ctrl + Shift + Esc. Open the Task Manager to monitor app or forcibly shut down frozen programs. Alt + F4. Close an active app. Using this
shortcut key when your desktop is at the forefront invokes the "Shut Down Windows" prompt. This story, "21 essential Windows keyboard shortcuts" was originally published by CIO. Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Switching between
Windows' built-in power schemes from the taskbar can be kind of a pain, so reader Keithb1 shows us a few different ways to change them with a keyboard shortcut. I got rather sick of choosing plans from the system tray. It's just a little clumsy and clunky trying to manage it with a trackpad all the time. Plus, I will jump at just about any chance or excuse to
make something like that happen from the keyboard instead. After seeing this article on TechNet that described how to change it from the command prompt, I got a few ideas.If you do this from the Command Prompt:powercfg -lit will list all the plans that are available. Usually it will be three, unless you've made some of your own, which is what I did. You'll get
an output that looks like this:Existing Power Schemes (* Active) —————————————————- Power Scheme GUID: 381b4222-f694-41f0-9685-ff5bb260df2e (Balanced) * Power Scheme GUID: 8c5e7fda-e8bf-4a96-9a85-a6e23a8c635c (High performance) Power Scheme GUID: a1841308-3541-4fab-bc81-f71556f20b4a (Power saver)What you're
after is the GUID part (the Globally Unique Identifier). If you want to change over to High Performance at the command line, from Run, from a batch file, from AutoHotkey, or from your favorite app launcher—like Executor, SlickRun, Launchy, and others—then you'll use a command like the following, the target for whatever shorthand you prefer to
use.Windows has a bevy of great app launchers available, and they can do a heck of a lot more than just Read morepowercfg -s 8c5e7fda-e8bf-4a96-9a85-a6e23a8c635cThere are a number of different ways to turn this into a shortcut. Here are my three favorites.Turning it into a keyboard shortcut with AutoHotkey: The simplest method is to map this to a
keyboard shortcut in AutoHotkey. To do this, take the command we found above and place it into your AutoHotkey script like so:#Numpad6::Run, powercfg -s a1841308-3541-4fab-bc81-f71556f20b4aThis will set Windows to the Power Saver scheme when you hit Win+6 on the number pad.Turning it into a keyboard shortcut with any app launcher: If you'd
prefer to make it a shortcut in your app launcher, you use the same command. It should work in nearly any app launcher that supports running commands (the screenshot to the right shows it in Executor). In SlickRun, they're called "Magic Words", in Executor, they're called "Keywords", and so on.The key is to put powercfg in the "Command", "Filename", or
"Url" field, and -s 8c5e7fda-e8bf-4a96-9a85-a6e23a8c635c in the "Parameters" field. Then, just give it a keyword, and if you like, a "hotkey". Then, you can either invoke your app launcher and type in the keyword, or hit the hotkey to change power schemes without ever taking your fingers off the keyboard.An Desktop or Taskbar Shortcut: Lastly, you can also
pin shortcuts for all your power schemes to the Start menu, Taskbar, or Desktop. I usually try to avoid that since it involves the mouse, which is what I was trying to get away from. However, if you want to do that, it's pretty simple. Just right-click an empty spot on the Desktop and create a new shortcut with this as the target:powercfg.exe -s 381b4222-f694-
s41f0-9685-ff5bb260df2eDo the others too, if you want. From the Desktop, you can change their icons and pin them to the Start Menu or the Taskbar, or you could move/copy them over to Quick Launch.You have a few choices, so even if you're not an AutoHotkey guru or a die-hard Executor user, you can always access those power schemes with just a few
taps or clicks. Photo by ericnvntr.Change Windows Power Plans with a Keyboard Shortcut | #tips
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